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Abstract
Acoustic scene classification system using deep neural network
classifies a given recording into one of the pre-defined classes.
In this study, we propose a novel scheme for acoustic scene
classification which adopts an audio tagging system inspired by
the human perception mechanism. When humans identify an
acoustic scene, existence of various sound events provides dis-
criminative information effecting the judgement. The proposed
framework mimics this mechanism through various approaches.
We first explore three methods to concatenate tag vectors ex-
tracted using an audio tagging system with an intermediate hid-
den layer of an acoustic scene classification system. We also
explore to conduct a multi-head attention on the feature map of
acoustic scene classification system using tag vectors. Experi-
ments conducted on the detection and classification of acoustic
scenes and events 2019 task 1-a dataset demonstrates the effec-
tiveness of the proposed scheme. Concatenation and multi-head
attention show an classification accuracy of 75.66 % and 75.58
%, respectively, compared to 73.63 % of the baseline. Com-
bining both approaches concurrently, the final proposed system
demonstrates an accuracy of 76.75 %.
Index Terms: acoustic scene classification, audio tagging, at-
tention
1. Introduction
Acoustic scene classification (ASC) is an emerging task with a
wide arrange of applications. The task is to identify a given au-
dio recording into one of the pre-defined acoustic scenes, i.e.,
classes. Leveraging recent advances in deep learning, major-
ity of ASC systems, including state-of-the-art systems utilize
deep neural networks (DNNs) [1–3]. To facilitate studies on
the ASC task, the detection and classification of acoustic scenes
and events (DCASE) community is providing a common plat-
form with annual competitions and public datasets [4–6].
Most ASC systems conduct the task either in end-to-end
fashion by directly classifying the input recording or use the
output of a DNN’s last hidden layer as representation vector and
exploit a back-end classifier [7, 8]. Both methodologies utilize
a single step approach. On the other hand, humans are known
to first recognize the existence of various sound events and then
conduct scene classification [9]. In other words, humans con-
duct the ASC task in two-step approach. For example, existence
of airplane takeoff sound event can be used to inference that the
scene is an airport instead of a shopping mall.
A few studies have recently been conducted to jointly con-
duct the ASC and the audio tagging task [10–12]. In [10], Bear
et. al. proposed to jointly conduct sound event detection and
the ASC task where ASC is conducted by a majority voting
mechanism based on the result of sound event detection. Imoto
et. al. [11] studied to improve the performance of sound event
† Corresponding author
Figure 1: Conceptual illustration of (a): conventional ASC sys-
tem and (b): the proposed scheme utilizing audio tagging.
detection by conducting a multi-task learning of sound events
and acoustic scenes. [12] would be the most similar work to
that of this study, which studied to conduct the ASC task using
sound event information by proposing a graphical model that
sequentially conducts event detection followed by scene classi-
fication. To the best of our knowledge, this is first study to use
tag vectors extracted from a separate audio tagging system for
improving the ASC system.
In this paper we propose an ASC system, inspired by the
human perception mechanism, that utilize tag vectors. We ex-
pect that an ASC system can leverage the information tag vec-
tors include, leading to further improvements. A tag vector
refers to the output of an audio tagging system that represents
the existence of various sound events. Figure 1 illustrates the
concept of proposed scheme compared to conventional DNN-
based ASC systems. The proposed framework utilizes a trained
audio tagging system which demonstrated the best performance
in DCASE 2019 task [13]. A given recording is input to both
audio tagging system and an ASC system to extract a tag vec-
tor and a representation vector, i.e. code. Both tag vector and
the code is used to conduct the ASC task. We propose various
methods to utilize a tag vector for the ASC task.
Specifically, we first propose to concatenate a tag vector
with the code. Three methods, further addressed in Section
3.1, are explored to derive a concatenated representation and ex-
perimentally validated. We also propose to apply the attention
mechanism to a feature map of the ASC task using a tag vector.
An attention mechanism exclusively emphasizes a DNN’s inter-
mediate representation with or without exploiting external rep-
resentations [14–18]. Our proposal belongs to the former case
where a feature map is attended by an attention map derived
from a tag vector. Multi-head attention [15] mechanism which
demonstrates competitive performance is explored. Finally, we
achieve further improvements by combining two proposals.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes two baseline systems, an ASC system and an audio
tagging system. Section 3 introduces the proposed framework
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Table 1: DNN architecture of the baseline. Strided-conv refers
to a convolutional layer that has a stride size identical to fil-
ter length for processing raw waveforms [19]. Numbers inside
Conv refer to filter length, stride, and number of filters respec-
tively. (BN: batch normalization [20], FC: fully-connected.
Layer Input:(479999, 2) Output shape
Strided Conv(12,12,128) (39999, 128)-conv BNLeakyReLU
Res block

Conv(3,1,128)
BN
LeakyReLU
Conv(3,1,128)
BN
LeakyReLU
MaxPool(3)

×7 (18, 128)
Gl avg Global avg pool() (128,)
GL max Global max pool() (128,)
Concat - (256,)
Code FC(64) (64,)
Output FC(10) (10,)
which utilize tag vectors for the ASC task. Experimental vali-
dation of the proposed approach is presented in Section 4 and
the paper is concluded.
2. Baseline systems
2.1. ASC system
The ASC system that we use throughout this paper comprises
two sub-systems: a front-end DNN for feature (code) extrac-
tion, and a back-end support vector machine (SVM) for clas-
sification. We adopt a front-end DNN that directly inputs raw
waveforms [8, 21]. This system first extracts frame-level rep-
resentations using convolutional layers with residual connec-
tions [22, 23]. A global max pooling and a global average
pooling aggregates frame-level features, and then fed through
a fully-connected layer which is used as the code. Classifica-
tion of acoustic scenes are conducted in the train phase, but the
output layer is removed after training. Table 1 describes the
overall architecture.
In this study, a SVM with rbf or sigmoid kernel is used for
back-end classification. SVM is widely selected for back-end
classification in the ASC task. Unless mentioned otherwise, all
performances reported throughout this paper adopts SVM for
back-end classification.
2.2. Audio tagging system
The multi-label audio tagging task determines whether vari-
ous defined sound events exists in an input audio recording.
The output of this task is a vector with dimensionality identi-
cal to the number of pre-defined sound events. Each dimension
has a value between 0 and 1, describing posterior probability
of a sound event using sigmoid non-linear activation function.
Throughout this paper, we refer to this output vector as ‘tag vec-
tor’. In this study, we use the system proposed by Akiyama et.
al. [13], the winning system of the DCASE 2019 challenge task
2. It aims to train an multi-label audio tagging under scenario
where a small portion of human labeled data and abundant auto-
generated noisy label exists.
The audio tagging system that we use has two features:
multi-task learning architecture and soft pseudo-label frame-
work. The first feature of this system is to process record-
ings that have manual labels and noisy labels through differ-
ent output layers using the multi-task learning framework. The
second feature of this system is to adopt a two-phase training
scheme utilizing soft pseudo-labels, i.e. teacher-student learn-
ing, knowledge distillation. A DNN with multi-task learning
framework is trained in the first phase, which is used for ex-
tracting soft pseudo-labels for noisy data. In the second phase,
input recordings with noisy labels are also feed-forwarded to the
output layer designed for manual labels where a mean squared
error is calculated using the soft-pseudo labels instead of exist-
ing noisy labels. In this study, we use this system with Mel-
spectrogram input and ResNet [22] architecture combination as
it is the best performing single system of the paper. Further
details regarding this system is provided in [13].
3. Audio tagging-based ASC
In this section we propose two approaches that exploits a tag
vector to conduct the ASC task. Tag vector in this paper refers
to an output of an audio tagging system where each dimension
represents the existence of a pre-defined sound event in a real
value of 0 between 1. Two proposed can be also used concur-
rently, leading to further improvements. Figure 2 illustrates two
methods and the final proposed system using both methods. The
first method, depicted in Figure 2-(a), is to directly concatenate
a tag vector with an intermediate representation of an ASC sys-
tem. Second method, depicted in Figure 2-(b), is to conduct
a multi-head attention using tag vectors. Using both methods
concurrently is depicted in Figure 2-(c).
3.1. Concatenation
In this sub-section, we address three specific methods to con-
catenate a tag vector with the feature map of an ASC system
(Figure 2-(a)). The simplest approach is to concatenate the fea-
ture map of an ASC system after global pooling (‘Code’ in Ta-
ble 1) with a tag vector and use as the code representation. How-
ever, this approach increases the dimensionality of the code and
two representations are not combined. The second method is
to conduct feature transformation using a fully-connected layer
after concatenating the code of ASC and a tag vector. In this
case, transformed representation is used as the code.
We additionally propose to conduct feature transformation
to a tag vector before concatenation. A tag vector itself rep-
resents the probability of each pre-defined sound events with
a value of scope 0 between 1. We hypothesize that conducting
transformations before concatenation via fully-connected layers
would lead to more discriminative features. Experiments in Ta-
ble 2 shows that all three approaches show improvements com-
pared to the baseline where the third approach demonstrated the
best performance.
3.2. Multi-head attention
Attention is a widely used mechanism to exclusively emphasize
discriminative features [14–18]. It utilizes a vector referred to
an attention map where each value of an attention map has a
value between 0 and 1, summing up to 1 using a softmax func-
tion. Attention is conducted by multiplying a given feature with
an attention map. This mechanism has been actively adopted
Figure 2: Proposed methods which utilize tag vectors to conduct the ASC task. (a): Concatenates the tag vector with the output of
ASC feature map. Concatenating with or without feature transformation is explored. (b): Conduct a multi-head attention where the tag
vector is used to derive an attention map for the ASC feature map. (c): Both (a) and (b) is conducted.
for the ASC task, where self-attention scheme without explicit
system nor data was mainly used. In this study, we propose
to conduct an multi-head attention to the filter dimension of a
feature map of an ASC system where the attention vector is
derived using the tag vector. Multi-head attention divides the
representation space (filter in this case) into sub-spaces equal to
the number of heads and respectively applies softmax function,
whereas, conventional attention mechanism applies softmax to
the entire space [15]. The assumption of using attention with
tag vectors is that information regarding sound events that re-
side in tag vectors is enough to emphasize discriminative filters
for the ASC task.
Let fm be a feature map of an ASC task, fm ∈ Rf×t
described as:
fm =
fm11 fm12 · · ·... . . .
fmh1 · · · fmHT
 , fmht ∈ Rf/h, (1)
where f refers to the number of filters, t refers to the length
of sequence in time dimension, and h refers to the number of
heads. Let tag be a tag vector, tag ∈ Rc where c refers to the
number of pre-defined sounds events in an audio tagging task.
We first derive an attention map, am, where am ∈ Rf , using a
tag vector through feature transformation using fully-connected
layers. Then we split the attention map into hwhich refers to the
number of heads and then apply softmax function respectively
and then concatenate again. Derived attention map is denoted as
am = [am1, am2, · · · , amh], amh ∈ Rf/h. We calculate the
attention-applied feature map, fm′, by conducting multi-head
attention:
fm′ =
fm11 · am1 fm12 · am1 · · ·... . . .
fmh1 · amh · · · fmHT · amh
 (2)
3.3. Concatenation & multi-head attention
Two approaches addressed in previous sub-sections either di-
rectly concatenate a tag vector or derive an attention map to
attend a feature map of the ASC system. We further propose
to apply two methods together, assuming that the two proposals
are complementary (Figure 2-(c)). Because both methods trans-
forms a tag vector before either concatenating or deriving an at-
tention map, we could perform identical transformation for both
method or individually apply transformation for each method.
Comparison of two configuration are described in Table 4 and
5.
Table 2: Experimental results of the baseline without utiliza-
tion of tag vectors and three methods using audio tag vectors
directly by concatenating to the ASC system. Refer to Figure 2-
(a) for illustration. Bold depicts the best performance. (-: not
applicable)
System Transform # Layers Accafter concat before transform
Baseline - - 73.63
Codecat × - 74.15
Before code
◦ × 74.36
◦ 1 74.84
◦ 2 74.22
◦ 3 75.66
◦ 4 75.22
◦ 5 74.07
4. Experiments and results
4.1. Dataset
All experiments regarding the ASC task reported in this paper
uses the DCASE 2019 task 1-a dataset [6]. It comprises 40
hours of audio recordings from 12 European cities. Ten acous-
tic scenes are defined and each recording is adjusted to a dura-
tion of 10 seconds, resulting in 14400 recordings in total. Each
recording has a sampling rate of 48000 and recorded in stereo.
We follow the official fold-1 configuration train/test subset split
and report overall classification accuracy on the test set1.
To train the audio tagging system for extracting tag vectors,
we use the FSDKaggle 2019 dataset used for the DCASE 2019
task 2 dataset [24]. It includes curated subset 4970 audio clips
with manual labels. The curated subset has a duration range
between 0.3 to 30 seconds and 10.5 hours in total. 80 sound
events are defined. The dataset also includes relatively larger
noisy subset of 19815 audio clips with noisy labels. The noisy
subset has a duration range between 1 to 15 seconds and ap-
proximately 80 hours in total.
4.2. Experimental configurations
The ASC system directly inputs stereo raw waveforms of shape
(479999, 2) with pre-emphasis applied. Residual blocks in-
clude batch normalization [20] and Leaky ReLU activation
1Performance using the challenge evaluation set could not been con-
ducted because ground truth labels are not released.
Table 3: Results of conducting multi-head attention using tag
vectors. Refer to Figure 2-(b) for illustration. Bold depicts the
best performance from each row.
# Transform layers for attention map
0 1 2 3
# Head
2 75.67 76.58 75.93 75.50
4 75.45 75.22 76.24 76.17
8 74.41 74.36 74.89 75.17
16 73.61 74.47 74.43 75.96
32 75.14 75.57 75.24 75.31
Table 4: Results of applying both concatenation and multi-
head attention using tag vectors where tag vector is transformed
through separate layers to conduct two methods. Refer to Fig-
ure 2-(c) for illustration. Bold depicts the best performance
from each row.
# Transform layers for concat/att
3/3 3/4 4/3 4/4
# Head 2 74.76 75.74 75.17 75.144 75.31 75.84 76.24 75.34
functions [25] with a negative slope of 0.3 following Keras [26]
recipe. The code has a dimensionality of 64. Other details such
as convolution layer’s filter length are described in Table 1.
The audio tagging system [13] use Mel-spectrogram of
128 Mel-frequency channels with augmentations including
SpecAugment [27], slicing. Mix-up [28] is applied to both ASC
system and the audio tagging system. ResNet architecture [22]
with approximately 44 million trainable parameters is exploited
with few modifications. Further details regarding the audio tag-
ging system is addressed in [13].
4.3. Result analysis
Table 2 demonstrates performances of the baseline which does
not use tag vectors and three specific methods that concatenate
a tag vector with an ASC system. Codecat refers to the first
method in Section 3.1. using the concatenation of ASC system’s
code and tag vector as a new code. Before code without transfor-
mation before concatenation refers to the second method which
conducts transformation after concatenation. Before code with
feature transformations before concatenation refers to the third
method. Results show that performance improves regardless
of conducting feature transform or when to conduct concatena-
tion. The best performance could be achieved by both conduct-
ing transforms on the tag vector before concatenation and also
transforming the concatenated representation to derive the code.
Table 3 describes the result of applying multi-head atten-
tion to the ASC system with deriving attention map from the tag
vector. Performance difference according to different number of
heads and number of feature transforms applied to the tag vector
is explored. Results demonstrate that conducting multi-head at-
tention better leverages the information of tag vector compared
to mere concatenation in most configurations. The best configu-
rations is achieved by using 1 layer for tag vector transformation
and 2 heads for attention.
Table 4 and 5 describes results of applying both concatena-
tion and multi-head attention using tag vectors. Table 4 utilize a
Table 5: Results of applying both concatenation and multi-
head attention using tag vectors where tag vector is transformed
through identical layers to conduct both methods. Refer to Fig-
ure 2-(c) for illustration. Bold depicts the best performance
from each row.
# Transform layers
0 1 2 3
# Head
2 76.12 75.62 75.34 75.69
4 75.43 76.00 76.24 76.75
8 75.84 74.71 75.96 75.69
16 76.00 75.81 75.91 75.72
32 75.26 75.45 76.24 76.27
Table 6: Comparison of the proposed system with top three per-
forming system using raw waveform as input on the DCASE
2019 challenge. (-: not reported)
System # Param Acc (%)
Huang et. al. [2] 53452k 76.08
Jung et. al. [21] 636k 75.81
Zheng et. al. [7] - 69.23
Ours 676k 76.75
separate fully-connected layers for transforming a tag vector for
concatenation and attention map, whereas, Table 5 uses identi-
cal layers for both methods. For experiments in Table 4, # head
of 2 and 4 was explored for multi-head attention and # trans-
form layers of 3 and 4 was explored because these configura-
tions demonstrated better performances in Table 2 and 3.
Results show that using separate transform layers (76.24
%) lead to worse performance than conducting only multi-head
attention (76.57 %). Using identical layers for tag vector trans-
formation and conducting both concatenation and attention re-
sulted in further performance improvement, showing an accu-
racy of 76.75 % with the best configuration. In our analy-
sis, the failure of using separate layers for transformations led
to worse performance because too many parameters of which
fully-connected transformation layers occupy evoke overfitting.
Finally, in Table 6 we compare the best performing system
of our study with three systems that demonstrated the best per-
formance using raw waveform as input. Huang et. al.’s system
utilize SincNet architecture [29] which replaces the first con-
volution layer with proposed sinc-convolution layers combined
with AclNet [30]. Jung et. al.’s system utilizes teacher-student
learning [31] with specialist DNNs [32]. Zheng et. al.’s system
utilize an end-to-end DNN architecture with random cropping
and padding augmentations. Results show that the proposed
system shows the best performance among systems that use raw
waveform as input.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we explored various approaches to exploit au-
dio tagging representations for improving the ASC task which
mimics human perception of the ASC task. Two methods, con-
catenating the tag vector and conducting multi-head attention,
both demonstrated improvements in terms of classification ac-
curacy. Joint application of two methods also lead to further
improvements. This system showed an accuracy of 76.75 % on
the fold-1 test set configuration of the DCASE task 1-a dataset.
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